Introduction
Almost every program execution requires a dispatching mechanism to select the applicable procedure or method to execute for the current situation. In modern event-based systems (e.g., mobile context-aware applications) such dispatching mechanisms depend on contextual parameters (e.g., the current user's location and time of the day) whose values change over time. Without appropriate language support, this implies for the developer to perform multiple conditional checks (e.g., by using case and/or if statements) to determine the appropriate procedure to execute for the current situation. This can negatively affect a program's composability, comprehension and maintainability (e.g., introducing new procedures or contextual parameters requires modifying multiple existing dispatching points in the program). Moreover, since such conditional checks operate on time-varying values, it implies that the applicability of the procedures to execute depends on conditions whose outcome also changes over time. This implies that a procedure that cannot be selected under the current context situation may eventually become applicable when a context change occurs at a later moment. We argue that there is a need for a dispatching mechanism that continuously selects appropriate procedures to execute for the current situation whenever context changes are observed.
Scenario: An Onboard Digital Platform
BainoInfo is an onboard digital platform that is fitted in a bus to continuously show useful information to the passengers by running a suite of applications. The applications' behaviours switch all the time as the bus drives about, as it approaches stops, as it smells other buses, and as passenPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. gers get on or off the bus. For instance, it shows information about a bus stop as soon as the bus approaches the stop, it shows touristic information as soon as the bus approaches a touristic attraction, and it runs targeted advertisements (e.g., displaying the showing movies at the nearby cinema). Moreover, new behaviours can added whenever required.
Scenario Analysis
The motivating example described above reveals a general pattern of issues that characterise modern event-based systems. Below we focus on three representative issues:
Need for contextual dispatch Event-based systems such as the one described above require a dispatching mechanism that takes into account contextual information (e.g., the current bus location) in order to select the appropriate behavioural variation to execute for the current situation.
Need for eventual and reactive dispatch Since context changes occur continuously, it implies that the applicability of the appropriate behaviour to execute depends on contextual conditions whose outcome changes all the time. This implies that a behavioural variation that cannot be selected in the current context may eventually become applicable when a context change occurs. This necessitates a dispatching mechanism that is continuously repeated in response to context changes. Need for contextual-constrained executions There is a need to ensure that the entire behavioural variation's execution happens in the prescribed contextual condition. For instance, in the above scenario, the bus can move away from within range of a cinema while the behavioural variation for showtimes is executing. In such case, allowing the behavioural variation to continue executing would be wrong since the showtimes behavioural variation should only be executed when the bus is within range of a cinema.
Open Reactive Dispatching
This paper proposes a new dispatching mechanism called open reactive dispatch. With open reactive dispatch, a procedure is associated with a predicate to determine its applicability like in predicate dispatch approaches. The predicates operate on contextual parameters such as the current context of use (e.g., location, time of the day, and user preferences). A unique property of the open reactive dispatching mechanism is that the predicate is not only used for determin-ing the applicability of a procedure but also used to ensure that the entire procedure execution respects the predicate. If the predicate is no longer satisfied while the procedure execution is ongoing, then the execution is promptly interrupted (aborted or suspended). The suspended execution is resumed or restarted later if its associated predicate happens to become satisfied again. Additionally, the dispatching process is repeated whenever the values of the contextual parameters change. When previously unsatisfied predicatesthose that are associated with the procedures that were previously not selected -later become satisfied, the dispatching process is automatically repeated and new applicable procedures are selected for execution. Moreover, new predicated procedures can be added at runtime and are taken into account whenever the dispatching process is repeated.
Supporting Open Reactive Dispatching
The open reactive dispatching mechanism is embodied in the Flute programming language [2] , a proof-of-concept programming language that is designed for context-aware applications. The Flute is built as a meta-interpreter on top of our Scheme implementation called iScheme [1] that runs on the iOS platform. The syntax of the Flute language is essentially an extension of that of the Scheme language [7] . We will discuss the semantics of open reactive dispatch in Flute through the BainoInfo digital platform example.
Extensible composition units (modals)
Flute provides a composition abstraction, a modal that allows the developer to define a composition unit that groups together related predicated procedures. A modal is extensible in the sense that new predicated procedures can be added to it at runtime without requiring modification of the modal definition and existing predicated procedures.
For instance, when developing the BainoInfo application, we require a modal that groups together all its different behavioural variations (predicated procedures). Such a modal is defined as follows:
(define bainoinfo (modal (bus-location) 4 (define bus-company "BainomugiStar")
The current location of the bus is represented as a contextual source. A contextual source is created using the ctx-event construct. A modal is created using the modal construct, which takes as arguments a list of contextual sources and an optional definition of shared variables.
Predicated procedures (modes)
An application is composed of different behavioural modes for different context situations. Related behavioural modes belong to the same modal. For instance, the BainoInfo application consists of, a mode for showing touristic information when the bus is within range of a touristic area, and a mode for showing the timetable when the bus is nearby a bus stop. Such modes can be defined as follows: A mode is created using the mode construct. It takes as argument the modal it belongs to, a predicate expression, a list of interruption, resumption and scope management strategies, and a procedure that is created using the lambda special form.
Contextual and reactive dispatching for modes
A modal is invoked as (modal-name <arguments>). When a modal is invoked, the dispatching process is initiated to select the applicable mode to execute for the current situation. The dispatcher evaluates all the predicates that are associated with the modes belonging to that modal. The mode whose predicate evaluates to true is selected for execution. The dispatching process is repeated when context changes are observed. Moreover, the context predicate is evaluated throughout the execution of procedure. This ensures that the entire procedure execution is constrained to the right context. If the predicate evaluates to false, the execution is interrupted (i.e., suspended or aborted) and can later be resumed or restarted. The state scoping strategy enables control of the visibility of side effects. For instance, the mode for showing touristic information is specified with isolated strategy. This means that the state change (set! language "NL") is not visible to other modes that share that variable.
Related Work
Predicate dispatch approaches [8, 11] and context-oriented programming approaches [3] [4] [5] [6] 10] provide support for contextual dispatch. However, in those approaches dispatching process happens only once upon each dispatching incident. Coroutines [9] also provide support to express interruptions (through suspension) and resumptions. However, the developer has to explicitly transfer control using the yield construct at several points in the procedure body.
